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Music Festival 2022 Gala Concert
Dear Andrean Community

requires grit, determination and endurance.

Courage

However, courage is displayed by millions of people in
much larger amounts in their ordinary, daily lives. As
Lucius Seneca said, ‘Sometimes even to live is an act of
courage’. Due to bad fortune or the inescapable course
of life, extraordinary courage is required to get through
each day. Mourning the loss of someone close to
you, disappointment, the struggle of waking up each
morning hungry and not knowing how you are going
to feed your children, illness, to live with chronic pain,
or to struggle with dyslexia.

We are all called upon to display courage at some time
in our lives. Our understanding of courage is usually the
quality that David showed in taking on the Philistine,
Goliath, and defeating him. This is sometimes called
‘warrior’ courage and is the physical resolve that we
find deep inside ourselves when we are called upon to
go to war, climb Kilimanjaro, complete the John Jones
Fish River Journey, or play a tough sports match. It

Honour • Integrity • Humility • Empathy • Courage

The difference between ‘warrior’ courage and the
‘courage merely to live’ is that, if all goes well, the
physical challenge of ‘warrior’ courage ends and you
return to your prior state of being – it has a certain time
length. It ends. With the courage of ordinary living the
outcome is unknowable and open-ended.

in its small way, the triumphal story of your life; to sing
that song which will create joy in someone else’s lonely
life.
So, in the end, having the courage to express ourselves,
however humbly or personally, is what makes a critical
difference to the quality of our own lives.

There is a third type of courage, and maybe the most
important type required to be human. It is to embrace
what is new, accept what is different, and have the Yours sincerely,
courage to express your own individual response to the
world. To write that poem that expresses your deeply Aidan Smith
felt love for someone; to run that marathon which is, Interim Headmaster
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Debating against Selborne

St Andrew’s met Selborne Debating team this past Friday at
the Selborne vs St Andrews Derby.

be regretted in society seeing as it is the most convenient
way to raise awareness about potent issues in our societies.

Although Motions were shared earlier in the week giving
both teams times to strategise and plan arguments, it was
all put to a coin toss to determine which sides would argue
for proposition and opposition sides. The Junior team proposed the motion: This House Regrets the rise of “Slacktivism”, with an Info slide: Slacktivism is showing support for
a cause mainly through low-cost means. Examples include
signing of online petitions and copying/sharing social media
statuses. Although our team showed great understanding
of slacktivism, we were unable to argue why it’s rise should

The senior team opposed the motion: This house believes
that contemporary society can no longer support old school
traditions. Although they couldn’t agree on what was considered to be an “old school tradition”. The College team
showed why there were greater benefits than harms to old
school traditions and took the debate for St Andrew’s.
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We look forward to debating Selborne again soon.
Ms Nomkhitha Minya
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Announcing the 20th Headmaster of St Andrew’s College

Dear members of the Andrean community

achieving their full potential.

After an extensive recruitment process, I am delighted to
announce that Mr Tom Hamilton has been appointed as the
20th Headmaster of St Andrew’s College, commencing 1
January 2023.

Tom took up his current position as CEO of the Kyalami
Schools Group at the start of 2021 and is currently
responsible for the executive oversight of five schools.
However, he decided that the chance to serve St Andrew’s
College as Headmaster was an opportunity that could not
be ignored.

Tom is well known in our community, having served as Deputy
Headmaster of St Andrew’s College for four years between
1997 and 2001, and having maintained close relationships
with many members of the Andrean community.
Tom’s career in education is long and impressive. Tom is a
scholar at heart and a Mathematics teacher by training. He
has co-authored three Mathematics textbooks and was the
Director of Studies at St Alban’s College in the early nineties.
Tom left St Andrew’s College in 2001 to take up the position
as Headmaster of St Alban’s College, a position he held for
sixteen years. During his tenure, St Alban’s enjoyed a period
of strong growth which included a significant increase in
pupil numbers. Through his exemplary leadership, Tom put
St Alban’s College firmly on the map of top South African
schools and has left a legacy and his own mark on the school.
From 2017 to 2020, Tom was the CEO of the Royal Bafokeng
Institute, an organisation of the Royal Bafokeng Nation
with the purpose of setting rural children on the path to
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Tom’s experience has given him a deep understanding of
the educational realities in South Africa, and has instilled an
enduring personal commitment to building partnerships
with schools serving under-privileged members of the
community.
Tom has strong governance and oversight experience,
and his energy impressed the selection panel. He is a
dynamic and decisive leader, who understands the critical
importance of growing and strengthening relationships
with all stakeholders.
Tom re-joins St Andrew’s College at a critical stage in our
history and his extensive experience in team building, staff
development, strategic leadership, marketing, and diversity
and transformation imperatives will serve College well.
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His overriding passion for academic
excellence and rigour will enable us to
position St Andrew’s College as a leading
academic institution, while his heartfelt
commitment to deepening the connections
with DSG and Prep will ensure that our
family of schools continues to flourish.
Tom firmly believes in the many benefits
derived from a boarding environment,
ensuring that each boy is schooled for life,
develops character and strives to reach his
full potential.
Tom has carefully studied the findings
of the Review Board of Enquiry Report,
and is totally committed to working with
Council as we develop and implement the
necessary policies and initiatives flowing
from the Report, particularly relating to
the safeguarding of boys at College. We
have recently commenced the important
workstream of redefining the vision and
values of St Andrew’s College through wide engagement
with key stakeholders, and Tom will be a key participant in
this process.
Please click HERE for a message from Tom, in which his
passion for St Andrew’s College and the Andrean community
is evident.
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On behalf of the Andrean community, Council welcomes
Tom back to the Eastern Cape, a region which he holds
close to his heart. As Chairman, I wish him a rewarding and
fulfilling career as Headmaster of St Andrew’s College and I
look forward to working closely with him.
Yours sincerely
Jacko Maree
Chairman of Council
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Single Focus Day - Grade 11 Art
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Cornish Society

Local poet and children’s author Crystal Warren shared her insights into the wonderful world of publishing,
creative writing and poetic expression with the Cornish Society last Sunday. Photographer, Morgan
Bosman - Grade 7, Prep
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Interact Club

The St Andrew’s College Interact Club collaborated with the
Nombulelo Secondary School Interact Club for our third
“tree popping” session on Sunday 15 May. The aim of these
excursions is to remove black wattle saplings in and around
town. Black wattle encroachment can have pervasive adverse
environmental impacts, particularly on hydrological and
carbon cycles and biodiversity loss of indigenous species.
By removing these trees - one area at a time - we are hoping
that the pH of the soil will return to normal and that the
quality of the soil will allow for indigenous plants’ regrowth.
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The students worked together to remove more than
400 black wattle trees. A proudly South African piece of
equipment - the tree popper - is used to ensure that the
trees are removed roots and all. We would like to encourage
more pupils to sign up for these Sunday activities every
second week.
Mrs Erna Goodier
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Junior Inter-House Maths Competition
The annual Junior Interhouse Maths Competition was recently held in the D&T Centre. Each House entered a team of
four pupils – two from Grade 8 and two from Grade 9 – to vie
for the coveted title of Interhouse Maths Champions. After a
very tight tussle between Espin and Armstrong, Espin managed to edge ahead by a mere three points to take the title

of Interhouse Maths Champions of 2022. The final standings
were: 6th place Merriman (69), 5th Upper (103), 4th Mullins
(113), 3rd Graham (114), 2nd Armstrong (129) and 1st place
Espin (132).
Dr Duncan Samson

The Espin winning team: Adam Ball, Siweziwe Shongwe, Connor McNamara & Alastair De Kock
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Last weekend the 2022 reunion season began with the
return of the classes of 1990, 1991 and 1992 to the College
campus for their 30th school reunion.

here to join in the festivities and make it such a memorable
weekend.

It was a fantastic weekend of celebration after two bleak
years of limited events due to the Covid pandemic.

Next week the classes of 1995, 1996, 1997 and 2000. 2001
and 2002 will be here for their 20 and 25th reunions. We cant
wait to welcome them back to College!

We would like to thank all those who made the effort to be

Mrs Bridget Rippon
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St Andrew’s College/DSG Music Festival 2022
After two years of the Performing Arts at schools being
hampered by the COVID pandemic, the St Andrew’s College/
Diocesan School for Girls Music Festival returned with
vigour. Some doubt about the possible lack of entries after a
period of “silence” was soon removed as the music teachers
of Makhanda and further afield showed their eagerness to
make use of this platform to have their young musicians
perform for a live audience again. 70 soloists, 10 choirs and
11 ensembles stunned audiences during the festival, which
stretched over four days.

a vast diversity of music genres performed by our schools’
very talented young musicians.

The David Wynne Auditorium at DSG and the St Andrew’s
College Centenary Hall burst at the seams as participants,
parents and members of the Makhanda community flocked
to the performances. MISSION ACCOMPLISHED! Our
wonderfully diverse community getting together to share

May your passion for music grow and be a part of you forever.
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Our wonderful young guest performers of the Grey Junior
Concert Band opened the Gala Concert on Thursday 19 May.
The evening’s music offerings can very aptly be described
by the Italian music term “VIGOROSO”. Our sincere gratitude
and congratulations go to every participant and teacher
who has shared their talent and music with us during the
2022 Music Festival.

Mr Johan Pretorius
HOD Music
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Music & (Mental) Health

It has been an exciting music-filled week with Solos,
Orchestras, Choirs, and Ensembles all performing between
Monday and Thursday. The St Andrew’s College/DSG Music
School have put on a really great programme involving a
huge array of boys and girls.

fostering a comfortable ‘Holding space’ for simultaneous
creative and positive emotional expression. There were also
some good laughs during the interaction as the sometimes
discordant sounds and percussive clashes made for a funny
moment of connecting mind, heart, and body.

Good fortune aligned that this week’s Pastoral Care
programme covered the topic of “Music & Mental Health”.
This was headlined by hosting Mrs Lieva Starker, a trained
Music Therapist who studied at the Guildhall School of Music
& Drama in the UK. Mrs Starker is also a highly experienced
violinist and she teaches the violin at the St Andrew’s
College/DSG Music School, Rhodes University, and privately.

This event marks the first of ‘Music & Mental Health’ events
which was kick-started by a fun activity during the boy’s
Monday Tutor Period this week. The boys were invited to
propose a catchy or inspirational song (aka: ‘Ear-worm’) they
think would inspire or make other people in the class feel
happy. Needless to say, with appropriate restrictions on
swearing and content, as well as some inter-generational
chasms, there have been some positive reports about the
thematic interaction from Tutors and boys which we hope
to repeat through future Music & Mental Health activations
around campus.

The interactive engagement took place in the Chapel on
Monday 16 May and was open to all Grades and boys who
were not attending the Choirs singing in Centenary Hall.
Staff were also invited to come along.
Mrs Starker brought an array of instruments including
djembe drums, a penny whistle, percussion instruments, a
small xylophone, even a kazoo, and much more. Through
skillful guided meditation and a breathing-to-relax exercise,
the boys in attendance were able to take a moment to
reflect, connect, and centre themselves before getting to
grips with the various instruments.
Even for myself, it took a few awkward moments to find
the courage to make a ‘noise’; unsure of what mis-sound
would resonate from the instrument. However, feeling more
relaxed and taking a plunge, we found pleasant rhythm and
built confidence to improvise tunes, beats, or coordinated
timing.
The connection between emotion and expression was
wonderfully carried by Mrs Starker’s professional skill in
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In the coming weeks, we will be launching a pilot ‘Student
Wellness Council’ to explore ways through which mental
health, positive relationships, clear communication,
and much more can be brought into young people’s
consciousness. I will share more on this in future newsletter
updates.
In closing and without being alarmist, it has been a busy
time for staff and boys all juggling coughs, X-Rays, sneezes,
slings, sore bones, and time off in bed. Please do take
care of yourselves and keep your son’s Housemaster, the
Sanatorium, and myself up-to-date on illnesses, injuries,
wellness needs and keep sanitising.
Have a wonderful and musical week ahead.
Mr Greg Wilmot
Head: Pastoral Care
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Surfing
The St Andrew’s Surf Club was blessed with a swell over the
weekend at the famous Jeffreys Bay. The conditions proved
why this is one of the best waves not only in South Africa,
but the world.
Murray Copeland surfed in the U14 Eastern Province Trials
and managed a 5th place in the final heat of the trials. He
was up against a talented group of local Jeffreys Bay surfers.
As seen below he was well supported by some of his peers.
The group managed to surf the entire morning and well into
the afternoon. It truly was a remarkable day as the image
below shows of the famous wave.
Mr Reece Buchan
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A LOOK AT
HIGH-ENERGY PHYSICS
IN THE
VACUUM STATE
OF
FOUR DIMENSIONAL
RELATIVISTIC
SPACETIME

by Dr K. Bryan
19:00 Wednesday 25 May 2022
Schonland Lecture Theatre
St Andrew’s College
20 MAY 2022
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All welcome
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SPORT

The St Andrew’s College golf team travelled to East London
on Friday to play against their Selborne counterparts in one
of the annual fixtures for the year.
The match was played on the West Bank course and the St
Andrew’s side gave a good account of themselves, with the
majority of the matches being taken to the last couple of
holes.
It was a good experience playing on a foreign course, but
it was the local boys that ultimately prevailed in the fixture.
Mr Scott Jackson
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Hockey
During the week the Hockey Club played several matches
against Port Alfred High, Graeme and then travelled to East
London to play Selborne on Friday and Saturday.
Even though the results could have been more favourable,
there was a lot of very good and entertaining hockey to
watch. All the individual matches against Selborne were
strongly contested with Selborne deservedly winning 6 of
the 7 matches.
Selborne must be congratulated for their win at 1st Team
level 3-0. The College side worked exceptionally hard and
were unlucky not to have scored having had several very
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good opportunities to do so.
The highlights from a College perspective for the week were:
The 3rd Team’s performances beating the Port Alfred 1st
team and narrowly losing 3-4 to Selborne.
The U16Bs winning 3-1 against Selborne
The U16As winning 3-0 against the Graeme 1sts.
Dylan Heurlin’s outstanding performance in the midfield for
the 1st team
Mr Ian Hobson
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Inter-House Tennis
The Inter-House Tennis Championships are well underway.
Both the Senior and Junior players have presented some
really competitive tennis and the overall ranking changes
every week. A doubles format allows for entertaining tennis
and the matches are quite short - best of 11 games - which
means that players have to be on top of their game from the
first serve. It has been refreshing to see participants who do

not play school tennis; this keeps players on their toes - not
knowing exactly who they are facing next.
The tennis players will be in action again on Mondays at
4.15pm (Seniors) and Tuesdays at 3.15pm (Juniors).
Mrs Erna Goodier

Results after the first two weeks of play:
Senior Inter-House Results:

Junior Inter-House Results:
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Swimming
The annual prize-giving for PEA Swimming Club took place
on Friday night in Gqeberha. The following boys were
rewarded for the efforts through the year and received these
awards in their various age groups.
Ethan John
Certificate for Perseverance and Dedication
Oliva Lange
Best personal performance trophy
100 breast trophy
200 breast trophy
200 IM trophy

Joss Hempel
Trophy Most points scored at EP Champs boys 17 and Over
50 free trophy
100 free trophy
100 fly trophy
Adam Nurse
50 breast trophy
100 breast trophy
Mr Grant Mackenzie

Squash
The squash teams played a full set of five fixtures last week,
winning four of the five.
The 3rd team had a very tough match against a strong
Seven Fountains team and unfortunately lost their match.
The most memorable match was certainly the 1st team
result against the Wyvern team.
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The matches all went past 3 sets and the 1st team managed
to pull off a memorable 10-8 victory. Well done to all the
squash players involved in last week’s fixtures.
Mr Des Alcock
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Rugby vs Selborne
On Saturday the St Andrew’s College rugby boys jumped on
busses and made the early trip to East London. Selborne is
always a tough, big opponent and this year was no different.
The U14s and U15s lost their fixtures. The U16s turned the
tide with narrow losses in the B and C teams. The 5ths, 4ths
and 3rds played well and were close for most of the games.
The U16A team eventually showed the potential we have
all been waiting for and won their game well. The 2nds
managed to win their game and credit needs to go to the
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boys for the courage they displayed in this defensive effort.
The 1st team went down 17 - 31. The score doesn’t really
reflect how close the game was and if our boys had taken all
their chances the result might have been different.
Well done to all the boys who made the n a long bus ride
and do us proud.
Mr Andy Royle
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The St Andrew’s College 1st XV found themselves right in
the game against Selborne at half-time in East London on
Saturday, with the score 24-17 in favor of the home team.
A well worked try to Zac Landsman after an early try to
Selborne College had levelled the scores at 7-7 after just 10
minutes of the game. A further two tries to Selborne, and a
penalty to College by Daniel Hickey saw College down 2410 before they bounced back with a penalty try at the end
of the first half, leaving everything to play for.
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Unfortunately it was not to be, and despite huge pressure
being exerted by College, the Selborne defence held firm in
the second half. After a mistake from the College XV it was
Selborne who ultimately closed out the game 31-17 with
another well worked try for the only points of the half. It was
a spirited and gutsy performance from the College 1st XV
but they did not manage to convert the opportunities that
they created for themselves.
Mr Scott Jackson
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